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Social and emotional skills
infants and toddlers can
learn through this book:
There are many emotions. Our
expressions change depending upon
our moods. Awareness of expression
and body language. We react in
response to our emotions.

Social and emotional words
this book can emphasize:

How Are You
Peeling?
How Are You Peeling?
is a whimsical display of
a variety of emotions.
The artist's rendition of
vegetable expressively
displaying a variety of
emotions will capture
the attention of a wide
audience.

Amused, Angry, Ashamed, Bad,
Belong, Blamed, Blue, Bold, Cheer up,
Comfort, Confused, Cry, Disappointed,
Embarrassed, Friend, Frustrated,
Gentle, Happy, Hurt, Jealous, Late,
Love, Mean, Not Sure, Patience, Pout,
Pride, Sad, Safe, Scream, Secure,
Shout, Shy, Smile, Sorry, Surprised,
Timid, Tired, Understood, Wait, Whine,
Wired

Activities to do while
reading the book that will
help promote social and
emotional development:
Before reading the book:
• provide child(ren) with vegetables
& fruits (real or props) that they
will see in the book. While reading
ask, "Who is feeling -- identify an
emotion on the page displayed?"
Help child find the matching food.
If in a group setting give each
child an equal number of food
props (plastic, felt, pictures, real),
help the child with the matching
food show it to the group and
encourage them to say, "the -- is
feeling -- ."
Upon introduction of the book:
• show them the cover and identify
the picture as silly because
vegetables/peppers don't have
faces or feelings.
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• Discuss what is silly and invite
children to share something silly
or ask them to share a different
feeling.
• Share that we can pretend many
things. The authors/illustrators are
pretending that fruits and
vegetables have feelings just like
us.
While reading the book:
• Point out the details of the
expressions as they relate to the
identified emotion.
• Imitate the emotion expressed in
the pictures.
• Discuss what we do when we
experience the emotion depicted
in the picture (when I am sad I cry
or hide; when I am frustrated I
want to scream and throw
something but I count to three
instead...).
• Record what the children express
on a displayed paper or white
board. To show them what they
have to say is important. Refer to
this later in the day or the next
time you read the book.
• Identify the food in the picture,
describe its properties such as
taste, texture, color, shape and
share if you enjoy it or how you
like it cooked. Invite child to share
their like or dislike of the food.
• Discuss that we may like or dislike
the same foods, or we can have
different feelings about the same
event. For example, when I see a
dog I am happy but my friend is
scared.
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How Are You
Peeling?

Fun for Everyone! Activities
to promote social and
emotional development
throughout the day:
• Display a picture chart or cards of
various feelings. Match the pictures
with the same emotion in the book.
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• Display food art carvings, photos of
art carvings or display a looping slide
show of food carvings.
Cooking/Food Experience
• Set out a variety of tools to prepare
vegetables at a supervised station.
• Invite children to cut up vegetables
with you for a garden salad.

• Provide mirrors, costumes and props.
Encourage children to pretend to
have an emotion and act out a
scenario that would elicit the emotion.

• As the child picks up the vegetable,
discuss the size, texture and smell.

• Throughout the day share your
emotions with the children. Talk
through how you are coping with the
emotion. Share possible reactions
you may have. Tell them why you
chose the course of action you
picked.

• As the child cuts the vegetable discuss
how it looks on the inside. Investigate
the vegetable inside and out. Help the
child state the similarities and
differences on the inside/outside of the
vegetable.

• Coach children to identify their
emotions and guide them through the
strong emotions to socially
acceptable outlets for their emotions.
Art
• Create a food art station. Provide
toothpicks, child safe pumpkin
carving tools, pre-cut vegetables,
variety whole vegetables, beans &
lentils and supervision. Encourage
children to make their own food art.
• Extend this activity into a writing
experience by guiding the child to tell
a story of how the final product feels
and write the child's story down.
Guiding questions may be: How does
the tomato feel? Why does it feel this
way? What happened? What will the
tomato do next? Does it need help?

• While cutting describe how you are
cutting: slicing, chopping, scooping.

Science
• Save the seed from the vegetables
you prepare with the child(ren). Set
them on paper towels to dry. Plant
dried seeds in an opaque or clear
container next to the side. As the seed
germinates, photograph the process.
• Measure the growth of the seed with
older children. Chart the growth by
day or week.
• Research the vegetables, discover
the climate where they naturally grow,
look at pictures of the plants the
vegetables come from.
• Bring a field guide of local plants on a
walk outdoors. Notice the plants
growing. Help children locate the
plant in the field guide.
Enjoy each moment with the child by
focusing on the child. Be in the
moment to show the child how
important they are to you.

Book Nook by Debbie Collette-Cromp

For more information on the Pyramid Model in New York please visit http://www.nysecac.org/ecac-initiatives/pyramid-model/
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